
95 Points    -      2021 Riddle Vineyard Pinot Noir
From a cool coastal site near the town of Occidental, this wine is sinewy in texture, supple and 
expansive, with layers of complex structure. Rich red and black cherry dominate around a depth of 
concentration and lengthy tannins.

95 Points    -     2021 Reuling Vineyard Pinot Noir
This is a cool-climate vineyard near Forestville that keeps things light and layered in red and blue 
berry, bramble patch and impressive structure. Bright and effusive on the nose and in texture, it shares 
lovely hints of cardamom and clove between rose petal.

95 Points    -     2021 Sangiacomo Vineyard Pinot Noir
This is from a vineyard farmed by one of Sonoma County’s great grape growing families, one that 
has served as a vineyard-designate from the producer’s beginnings. In the path of the Petaluma Gap’s 
fog, it displays tight-grained tannins and earthy layers of forest and game, with brooding black fruit 
accented in sizzling acidity.

94 Points    -     2021 Gap’s Crown Vineyard Pinot Noir
From the iconic site, cooled by Petaluma Gap winds, this wine is rich and ripe in dark berry fruit, 
spiced plum and dark cherry. Velvety and supple in texture, it is bold, rounded and balanced, with an 
acid profile that compels and complement.

94 Points    -     2021 Durell Vineyard Chardonnay
Layered, structured and high-toned, this white features highlights of anise, wet stone and earth, 
with lively flavors of citrus and green apple. Complex, it is fresh and lifted throughout, making for a 
compelling experience that changes and evolves as it opens. 

93 Points    -     2021 UV Lucky Well Vineyard Pinot Noir
Crisp and grippy, this full-bodied wine is hearty in dark tannin, oak and power, with lasting spice. 
The aromatics intensify as it opens, accentuating the rich red fruit.

92 Points    -     2021 Wohler Vineyard Pinot Noir
This wine is deep in structure and tannin, sourced from a site in Forestville rich in fluffy Goldridge 
soils. The resulting wine is concentrated and intense in cola and dark cherry, with lasting earth and 
forest complementing in savory character.
 
91 Points    -     2022 Rosé of Pinot Noir
From coastal grapes, this wine is a darker shade of pale, with well-defined flavors of dark cherry and 
limeade. Offering girth and freshness, it will pair well with food, finishing in earth and dried herb. 
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